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Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to identify a number of
biases which seem to manifest frequently in the process of thesaurus
construction.
The intent is to indicate how these biases are
inherently dnti-rjevulufJmental Dno introduce distortions into the
rJF~~:;ign proce:3s which con:"ti tute obstacles to social development.
It. is SU9lj8ShlrJ that th" effect of thesH bL1ses is particularly
sArious in the caS8 of th8sauri touching on the social scienco
rJorr1'lin.
T~is

paper is necessarily a preliminary investigation
of this problem ar8B.
The points are made to open up discussiun.
For this reason, the supp~rting arguments and evidence have. not
been presented here, although they have in most cases formed part
of the arguments ef several earlier papers (1, 2, 3, 4, 5).
Bias 1.

Static bias associated with noun categories

It is curiuus that most thesauri that have been designed or
prcposed Hre concerned solely with ordering nouns or objects
( c ,11 1 ~J rJ 11 ~::; u b j 8 C t s 11 ) •
Th I") po sit ion 0 f t h n no u n in t h BSC h 8 m'~ mCl y
be ;.1fff~cted by ;:jn adjBctillEJ! qualifi8r, but the r'f'lphnis rnmains
rw v ' : r t h el (3 S ') 0 n b u un d d cl fib j u c t s (e v (} n i f t h 8 Y d l'1 . j b s t r <J C r~ ) •
Tt)~., l' l1 suI t Cl f t 11 8 W3 c, u fan y 3 U c h the s a u r u si'; t h 8 r ufo I' ~3 n r~ c f3 ~j :3 a I' i 1 Y
3t(jtic - ,j static dS3r~rnbl2Jge of nuuns.
The fundamental chdr<::ctoristic of rJ8vr~10prngnt is change (lnd
The 9ssenti3l problem of development is how to initiate
and guide dov31opment and render it self-controlling as B social
process.

mOIlB~8nt~

It is therefore legiti~ate to ask whether thesauri conceived in
terms of essentially st~tic categories are in any way adequate to
ordering information relevant to development.
Clearly static
schemes have a role to phly, but given the essential challenge
of the development dynamic, are not other typos uf thesauri
requir9d to safeguard and highlight this dynamism?
Naively perhaps, it may be asked whether complementary thesauri
3hould not be designed using verbs
(processes)as categories,
emphasizing the relationship between such processes.
It is not
sufficir:Jnt to argue that the noun "development" implies a
"devf3lopment process" or "to develop". A noun is a process deprived
of its essential dynamic.

./ ..
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thesauri using as a category "to developll would raise many
interesting questions, which the static "development ll at present
obscures.
It is certainly worth speculating that the widespread failun
':Jf "development" and th3 prevalence of lI meldev'3lopment" is at
least partly due to a failure to order information in a more
dynamic mode instead of in the traditional static mode.

~\

Bias 2.

Low-context bias associated with western science

Civen the striking contribution of the westcHn wurld to the
o;dering of knowledge in recent centuries, it is eBsy to forget
I~hclt thl3rH are othf.cL' approaches to ordering r.eality which hav8
been favoured in thf~ pClst, continue to helve their advocates, and
IJJhich mClY be sitjnificdnt for the future.
The sciuntific method
has even been considered Cl by-product of the indo-european language
group. But there are other language groups, especially in the
highly populated developing countries.
It is too easily assumed
that a thesaurus, meaningfully structured to the western mind, is
an adequate vehicle for knowledge for users in non-western cultures
for whom other dimensions may be of greater significance.
This is not the place to cite tho arguments of Whorf and others
the manner in which languages pr~-order reality in
unexpected ways. Anthropologist Edward T Hell notes however that:
"Yet a review of the historical dovelopment of taxonOMy of living
things reveals that, paradoxically, the more Western man classifies,
t;hf'! less useful ,He his classificatory systems. Folk
taxonomie s
and scientific taxonoMies are examples of high- and low-context
systef"1s respectiveJy ••• modern classification me~huds provide man
with a lot of information that is difficult to integrate into a
usuable, intelligible pattern.
This is a classic 8x~mple of
low-context information.
• •• The classification system cannot
handle the VdSt numbers now involved. A new paradigm is clearly
needed • ••• Whichever way we Westerners turn, we find ourselves
deeply preoccupied with specifics, to the exclusion of everything
else • ••• The questions that must be answered are: Where do we go
for the overview 7 Who is putting things together 7 Who are the
experts in high-context integrative systems 7 Who knows how to
make the type of observations necessary to build integrative
s y s t ems 0 f t h 0 u g h t t h <3 t will tell us wher ewe s tan d 7* (6 '1'1 2 2 - 1 2 3 ) •
conce~ning

Elsewhere Hall notes :
"Ther f3fore, as thinr)s becomE) more complex, as they inevitably must
with fast-evolving, low-context systems, it eventually becomes
necessary to turn life and institutions around and move toward the
gre~t8r stability of the high-context part of tha scale ~s A way
of dEFiling with information overload" (6,t_ 103 ).
The effective imposition of indo-european classification schemes
on other cultures may thereforo not only do violence to their
cultural perspectives but may also obstruct both communication to
those cultures (knowledge transfer) and communication from those
cultures (of the high-context variety rare in western knowledge
systefTls).
H0W are high and low-context dimensions to be blended together in
a development-oriented thosaurus 7

./ ..
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Bias 3.

Pattern conservation bias

Thesauri 1-11'8 usually designed with "S[1l-1r8 positions" et which
n ("3 llJ 8 U b - C El t ego r i 8 S can be r] rj de d • The h 8 a 1 thy " e \/ 0 11 j t ion It 0 f
Ul'3 the8surus O\HH time is then seen as i-he gradual fillinu UfJ
of th8S0 positions. Serious problems arise wh8n thgre Rr8 no
1 [) n 9 r <' n y s p rl (' f3 fJ 0 '3 i t ion 9 'J V ail a b 1 p f 0 t' n c \11 sub - cat 9 'J 0 r i e s •
V,-, r j n 1/":; " f u dgin 'J" tee h n; '1 u e S ;J r 8 t h '? n us 8 cl t,o " 8i] U e 9 7 P the P1 i nit.
I:>

Pt nn r'cdnt is

there <H'y qugc;tion ( I f chanlJing th'J fundamgntal
arnund which th r3 thesnuru'~ i3 built..
ThBsauri BPP dssumec!
to grow by 9xtension of 3 pre-defined pnttern and not by
transformation of that pattern. This conserv~tive bias is a
dgfinite obstacle to conceptual advance whenever interdisciplinary
subjocts be~ome fashionable (e.g. development, environment).

!H-\tt~p,'n

This bias is it9slf ppotected ~nd rpinforced by the manner in
which resources a~e inv8sterl in the documentation systems based
on the untransforrnable thesaurus. The consequence is that if a
new pattern appears desirable, an alternative thesaurus has to be
designed (usually within a different institutionBl context, as in
the case of UNESCO/SPINES).
The new thesaurus tends however to be built with the same pattern
nnnserving bias.
Users are thus confronLnd lJJith a set of unrelated thesauri whose
ddvoc~t8S are seldom concerned by the lack of relationship between
thom. (This gives rise to what might be called the "politics of
the thesauri arenfJ"). This bias is therefore a guarantee of
discontinuity and of inter-thesauri hubris - both of which
undermine the effective mobilization of conceptual resources for
development.
B i a s 4.

Dy 8 f u nc ti 0 na 1 b i a s

Most thesauri are of necessity (given the manual processing
tradition) fairly simple structures. They are merely an evolutionary step beyond the list. The main concern is to be able to
store and retrieve reasonably well-identified documents.
The problem is that any such design philosophy is tot~lly insensitive to the functionHl relationships between the phenomena thus
encoded. The fact, for example, that mercury mAy penetrAte thpough
food chains to affect seriously the survival of a bird species is
not something that such a thesaurus is designed to highlight
(especially in the case of a specialized thesaurus for chemical
cOfTlpounds).
A response might be that this is not the purpose of a thesaurus
and that, properly coded, documents reflecting the mercury/bird
relationship could be retpieved.

./ ..
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ItJ h i 1 s t

t his mi 9 h tin dee, d bet h e cas e - if the use r . k new how (0 r why)
to phrase the correct question - there is a major difference
between a thesaurus dnsigned to highlight (or even "foresee")
such relationships, and one which simply "absorbs" the relevant
document and "observes" the relationship. Such relationships
are vital to understanding of the development process.

Bias 5.

Insensitivity to thesaurus imelications

Although few would argue that the universe is organized into the
categories reflectod in a given thesaurus, unfortunately many
ure don" a dissurvice by the mechanistic category assemblages
characteristic of existing thesauri. Because thesauri are the
~rime concern of high-volume documentation systems, it is easy
to forget the needs of others who are obliged to order inforMation
often of direct relevance to development. Such users may be
inspired by the structure of some existing thesaurus and use a
simplified version.
Or, frustrated by the lack of any operationally significant
thesaurus, they may well have to design their own - however
primitive.
The social irresponsibility of those with skills in thesaurus
design may be 8e8n in their lack of concern for the following
user concerns
(a) Bookshop layout: Major bookshops, faced with the volume of
books, are now reduced to displaying books linearly within a
few sections and relying on retrieval by author. There a no
non-linear aids to retrieval other than point-of-sale advertising of fashionable items. Sale of books in mass marketing
environments ensures the absence of qualified assistants to
provide non-linear retrieval advice.
(b) Agenda design: The link is seldom made betw~en thesaurus
design and the construction of an agenda, despite the major
importance of the latter for action planning.
It is highly
probable that many ag8rdas ell'S "bc'ld" thesauri, and many
thesauri const:itute "bad" agendas (even in development agencies).
(c) Curricula design: Again the link is seldom made betwoen
t h 8 S a u I' usdp s i g n (j ne! t Iw r-d d b 0 I' ,'1 t ion 0 f a cur l' i c u 1 u m for ,j
jelloo! or uniV~Jr8ity. Despite the developml3nt::1l significancf3
of curriculH, it is highly probable that m~ny curricula are
" bad" t h 8 S (j U ri, '3 n d In ,1 ny the s a u r i cons tit u t '3 " bad" cur r i c u la.
(d) Organization charts: The organization chart of any institution,
including governments, is in effect a thesaurus of action
responsibilities. Again it is highly probable that many such
chRrts do not benefit from the skills of thesaurus cGnst~uction,
and that many thesauri are a poor foundation for the structuring
of organizational responsibilities, in response to development
issues.

./ ..
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This problem also extends to planning and policy formulation.
Many thesauri may simply reinforce bad policy-making.
In each of the above examples there is a sense in which the
operational context could constitute a I1bad l1 thesaurus - the
I1 me dium becomes the message l1 - however good may appear the
thesauri used in documentation systems.
BiHS 6.

Avoidance of

top-of-hierarch~

issues

It is to be expected that most uf the effort of thesaurus
constr.uction should be dirf~ct(~d to clarification of problems
within 80me domains. But it is surprising how little effort
is directed toward clarifying the relationship between the major
hierarchies within which this effort is made. The identification
of wh2Jt constitutes the I1top of the hierarc~' llIould appear to be
a very empirical process much inFluenced by :
a) the pre-determinod priorities of the institution which is
effectively commissioning the thesaurus design,
b) the number of digits which are available- in the first position
of any basic code by which the hierarchy is to be ordered,
c) the traditional divisions of the universe to which the thesaurus is designed to adapt in an essentially passive explanatibry mode.
Indeed from this perspective it is astounding to note the lack
of significant difference between the earliest recorded groupings
of knowledge (1000 or 2000 years ago: see Fi~. 1) and the recent
thesauri, that of UNESCO end ACe for example (s8e Fig. 2).
How is the presence of "art" as one major grouping, to be justified in a thesaurus which contains "science"? How are other
major groupings to be recognized? What does the historical
development of thesaurus construction reveal about blind-spots
in the selection of major domains? On what theoretical ground
is it possible to stand in order to predict current blind-spots
which might be of vital significance to the development process?
To answer such questions, a more functionally-oriented awareness
is required of what euch such domain is for. What is it in the
way a social group functions which determines the way that group
cuts up the field of its perception (and then proceeds to reinforce the subdivision by institutionalizing it in various ways)?
Avoiding such questions is guaranteed to ensure that any thesaurus
will be a significant disservice to one or more cultures of this
highly diversified planet.

./ ..
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Bias 7.
In

PrBferenc8 for adaptive "maintenance" thesauri

recent report of the Club of Rome entitled "No limits to
(7) which lillS endorsed by UNESCO, great stross was
placed on the importance for society of "innovative learning"
as contrasted with the traditional Forms of "maintenance" or
"adnptive" learning - particularly if humanity was to preserve
and develop its heritage through the present combination of
crises.
-1

le~rning"

In this light, it is fair to state that most thesauri are adapted,
the fact, in response to new issues. Every attempt is made
to fit the new issues into the old framework which failed to
highlight the last crisis. New thesauri when they are designed
are generally uncraative compromises between the faults of
existing thesauri.
They do not breakthrough to a new level of
significance.
It is therefore not surprising that society is
ill-equipped to marshall its resources in response to previously
unforeseen crisos in the development process.

~fter

8ias 8.

Investment in rigid, anti-experimental systems

Thesauri tend to be designed in one of two ways, possibly with
some overlap between them :

8) the framework is conceived, and existing items are fitted into
it, before using the scheme in practice ("top-down"),
b) sample lists of items used in practice, usually by different
institutions, are grouped together experimentally for comment
and revisior, ("bottom-up").
8ot.h approaches are maintained cOlTlpletely separate from on-going
use of any documentation system by real users.
If, and when,
the resulting thesaurus is implomented in practice - it is
inconceivable that further exprimentation should take place (for
several years at least) because of the heavy investment in any
such chRnge.
Institutions become "locked" into a rapidly aging
thesaurus.
An alternative approach, entirely feasible with existing use of
computers in this area, is to separate (a) the identifying code
for a category from (b) i4ny other code used to position it within
a thesaurus framework.
If this distinction is made, the necessary
coding investment can be made in (a), whilst leaving users free to
use one or more different thesauri with which to explore the data.
Some of these could be experimental, thus changing the whole
approach to resea~ch on thesaurus design.
It would ~lso facilitate,
at minimum cost, th8 higher risk ',xperiment'l~ion on inno\ll'Jtive
thesC1uri frr:J 'l1 which fund8rnental breakthroughs are to be 8Xp8cted •

./ ..
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For oxa,."ple, it lunlllri be interesting to consult '3 thesaurus in
a "noun mode", and hgV'1 the f<'lcility to switch int.o a "verb mode",
or el/en into Cl "vnlue man!?" (The points lacking correspondences
would be of great interest).
8ias 9.

Depersonalized

portr~yal

of thesauri

ThesAuri tend to he portrayed as very ab3tr~ct structures fro~
IIIhich subjective personal p,lements hav'3 been eliminated. The
design of thesauri is limited to a small elite with the possibility
of ensuring that H thesaurus is implemented (and whose professional
status benefits in consequence).
In fact, however, as any debate
amongst such an elite quickly demonstrates, thesauri Hre highly
personal constructs and (as social acts) can engender very emotional fesronses.
Even from Cl purely logical point of view, as Francisco Varela
demonstrates: "In contrast with what is commonly assumed, a
description, when carefully inspected, reveals the properties of
the observer" (S) .. A thesaurus is a description which
characterizes the designer (or the designin9 institutions).
If thesauri embody personal, ideological, cultural, and operational biases in this way, this should be more clearly stated
(e.g. in the introduction to any UNESCO thesaurus) together with
the implications of that statement.
But it also follows that
much greater emphasis should be placed on arranging for each user
to enjoy the creative advantages of personalizing the thesaurus
through which s/he wishes to perr:eive any data set.
This is especially true given the devAlopmental significance of
transforming one's own thesaurus, as one's perspective matures,
rather than being imprisoned in some institutionalized construct depersonalization hRS never enhanced the innovative responses
needed at this time. The computer possibilities for doing this
have been noted above.
.
8ias 10.

Concealment of contradictions

The essence of the dramatic situation faced by humanity at this
time lies in the conflict between laudable concerns such as
economic production and environmental quality, or between communication and the preservation of the uniqueness of different
cultures, etc. Whether such polarities are viewed as inherently
contradictory or as vital complementaries matters less than the
fact that this dynamic feature is totally absent as a structural
dimension of thesauri design. The unfortunate exception is that
some institutionally inspired thesauri are designed to exclude
particular poles when the institution is an advocate of the
opposing complementary.

./ ..
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This is 8,:,;pecially unfortunate when the institution is obliged
to alternato betwpen the pol~r positions (as in the casa of
ngnnCip.'3 in a 'l. -p(iJ:ty governmental system).
is useFul to SI'I'~cuLJ t8 on the advantages of rJesigning into
thesauri, not only dyddic complementarities,. but also triadic,
complomentBrities dnd those corresponding to greater numbers of
set elements (4).
I t

Bias 11.

ConcealMent of values

In the ongoing debat8 as to whether science, and especially social
8cience t can be IIvalue-freell, it is easy to assume that thesauri
(if nothing else) are free of inbuilt value orientations. However,
as has been impliAd at Cl number of points above, this is far from
being the case.
In fact each decision in the design of a thesaurus
is hi(Jhly inf luenced by r1 set of values which is never rendered
explicit (except in the structure of the thesaurus itself).
EXpU-)gn8d som(l,wh'3~, rJiffet'nntly "it is all too HfH3Y for the person
who is in full COf!lMsnrJ of <'l particular behaviour<'ll system, such
riB language
(or a thosHurus), to confuse what he can do with Cl
[J i v r~ n s y ~) t n m, wit i I t h _~ u n s tat e d rule s 9 0 V 8 r n i n 9 t h [3 UJ a y t. h (~ s y s t e m
Cl per Cl t fl C, 11
(H Cl 11, (), p. 8 8, par e nth 0 S .i sad d e -j ) •
When thesHuri are compared in this light, some very strange
emphases become apparent. Subject fields which are developed
in one thesaurus will be strongly compressed, expanded, or
excluded in other3, for reasons which are far from obvious.
An institutional thesaurus is in fact one of the best indicators
2f the prejudices of an o~ganiz~tion.
This situation cannot be avoided, but a mOf3 creative response
is possible if it is possible] for a user to "personalize" the
th8s8urus by gxp~nding, collapsing or reallocating categories
~t will (~3 suggested abov9), and then to compare them with those
(Jf elltHrnative va1u8 pf3rspecti.ve~:;. It is even u8f3ful to r':lfll'?ct
on trw p03sihility 01 computer generated "distoJ'sion indiccJtors"
(when a US8r 3upprass8s ~ll environmental categories from an
industry th88Cluru3, for HX::1mplo).
itJhy is it that no th(,)821uri have been produced with values as

categories - or wure theso the "celestial" frarnoworks of the
~edieval period which are mado to appear ridiculous by the
currently fashionable noun fraMeworks? As suggested above,
modern value thesauri should be possible and would seem to b9
a vital support for development as an essentially value governed
process - and a corrective to some present excesses. On this
point, Hall states: "In English, when a man says, "It rained
last night", there is no way of knowing how he arrived at that
conclusion, or if h9 is even telling the truth, whereas a Hopi
cannot talk about the rain at all without signifying the nature
of ~is ('elatedness to th3 evont - firsthand experience, inference,
or hearsay" (6, p. 87).

./ ..
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the s a u l' usus i n 9 Ul IJ S imp le cat ego r y 11 r Cl i n 11 \U 0 u 1 d p l' 8 sum R b 1 Y
to ~ Hopi. Experience suggests that increasingly
::l1e use uf coltE~gul'il:ls like "dev31opment" <1re relatively
rn8dningl8~3s unles'; UHJ values associ~ted with it ~re rendtH'ed
8xplicit.

r~

be meaningless

Bias 12.

Preference for simplistic list structures

~s

noted above, most thesauri are a form of nested list structure
which is one of the most simple structures in the range explored
by man, both in the arts and in the sciences. One response to
this has bgen to abandon, more or less completely, dependence on
a thesaurus in fAvour of associative structures.
This possibility is encouraged by the power of computer text
analysis in data bases, which leave it to the user to order the
da t a i n t 0 any hie r a I' chi 8 s d lit sir 8 d - a for m 0 f con c e p tu Cl 1 11 a na r c h y 11
in reaction to thu "imperialism" of list structures. A list does
not order the relHtionships between its elements except in relation to nested 8uhlists or in the case of a list in series form.
This does not imply thClt such relationships' are lacking, merely
that they cannot be reflected in the list form.
Note that a list
is in fact a seri(~s Cif "points", but it is not necessary to
conceive of it as such. The points could be represented as areas
on a surface.
It is only in the matrix that the manner in which
the total area is cui up becomes explicit.
As advocated by Ingetraut Dahlberg (9), for exemple, the matrix
is an important step beyond the list.
It is important because
of the extra dimension of order imposed upon the categories. It
is worth noting that a first attempt at this seems to have been
a renaissance "Torre della Sapienza" (10).
As noted in an earlier papee (11, p. 292) :
The cells of a matrix may ht> thought of as subareas of the art~a
representing thf' totality that the matrix attempts to reflect. The
subareas are, of course, positioned with respect to column and row
commonalitips, It is now interesting to ask why the area is bounded
in such a limiting manner, for the reetangular or square form is one
of the simplest. It provides a (paned) "window" through which the
totality may be perceived. But it raises questions about the "wall" in
which the window is set and the position of the observer in relation
to the observed on the other side of the window.
Now to the extent that the matrix is complete in its coverage,
there really should not be any "wall." rnle matrix should in such
cases in effect "wrap around" the observer; all L'l window and
nothing is implicit, unexplicated, or excluded. If this is not so, then
the wall should be conceived as wrapping around the observer,
possibly with other windows corresponding to other partial views of
the external totality to which the observer may turn his attention.
From this point of view the conventional two-dimensional matrix
raises the question of the conceptual significance of crossing the
encompassing boundary, It seems irrational and unmeaningful because the wall is unrecognized. There is almost a Clavor of danger of
"falling over the edge," as sailors feared with the early "flat earth"
mod~ls.

-
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If it is assumed that the matrix is complete, th~n it should be
possible to represent it without such an arbitrary external
boundary. If the external boundary is eliminated, then the
fTl21trix takes the form of a closed surface "wrapped around" the
observer.TheThrre della Sapienza mentioned above was in fact
~ssociat8d with the unique study room of Francesco di Medici •••
in which eBch surface represented a category (although not
ne c 8 S S B r i 1 y Cl no un) (1 2 ) • But by wh a t pro c 8 d u J' 8 C Rna t w(J - d i rn 8 n:3i()m~1 matrix be so t.rHnsf(Jrm('~d and to what d(J~JS it giv8 rise?
f\

lJ;1

i n r

f3

f

13

r r i ng

t fJ the r~ <1 r lip r In per (1 1, ~. 2 92 -:; )

Consider a two-hy-two matrix. The simplest symmetrical. figure
that retains the same number of areas is the tetrahedron. It provides
four "windows" on the external universe for any observer positioned
within.
The continuity of surface area of the three-dimensional figure
emphasizes any functional continuity between the aspects associated
with the individual subareas or facets (the "panes"). But at the same
time, it draws attention to the discontinuities between the areas
associated with the edges. They are not smooth transitions but are
marked by sharp angles. It may then be asked (if reality is continuous in con,rast to our conceptions thereof) whether such Cl
representation suggests others that would reflect a lesser degree of
discontinuity between aspects. And indeed there are, for the b'Teater
number of symmetrically disposed surface areas ("panes"), the larger
the angle betwpcn adjacent areas and the closer the approximation to
a continuous surface-namely, a spheroid.
However, the greater thl' n~mber of distinct areas (whatever they
signify), the more difficult it is to comprehend the totality with any
preeision. The patterning of the surface area may be readily scanned,
but it is only through the "distorted discontinuities" of the simpler
and most unspherical figures that it may be grasped to any degree
(e.g., those eonesponding to the simpler matrixes). A compromise
may be considPred, however. Even a tetrahedron may be projected
onto a circumscribed sphere. This cuts up the surface of the sphere
into four (spherically) triangular arp.<ls. More complex figures would,
of course, result in more complex patterns on the surface of the
sphere.

The ch~118nge is to mAintain continuity, but the realities of
the discontinuities between extant conceptual frameworks may
suggest that any such goal is idealistic.
"Disturbing" factors,
and an indicator of conceptual dynamics, are: unequal cell
development, gaps, unrecognized zones (i.e. "wall space" within
which the original matrixes were set).

./ ..
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Further inwstigation of the possibility of int.roducing non-linear
curvature into th'3 tradi tionally planar preoccupations of t.hesaurus
0esign could well provide ClUBS to a new level of macro-ordgring
which is hospitable to a variety of linear/planar thesauri but
nevertheless establishes valuable links between them.
Bias 13.

Exclusion of uncorleable rlimansions

It is 8i'lSY to <1rg'lA thc1t thes~urus design should bA restricted tn
8 cnncern for c~t0gori83 which c~n be pmbodied in ~n Bxtenrle1
l j ,; t ,~t r u r. t, I I r R •
fJ I I t , fJ j \} R nth e p e s e n t v i g n cow, rJ i q c u s si, nab 0 u t
riJ'll., ~ rid left-hnm;-;r'hArp ;;Jtl['l'c1aCfilJq to knowled'Jf', it is lHgiti"Tl:-1t.e
to ~c':.sk ulh'Jthf?r' c;IJ,~h t.hc's:'luri Al'f~ nf')t simr1y ;'1T'tqfi'H'tS [Jf H,P
iuft-h8fTd·,!,hRT"'l Hnal.ytic:J1 mind, :~nd {'IS c;uch 2lro functionally
inr;ompl,~te.
This hoUlPv P (' hegs tht3 quest.ic'n ':lS t.o how rightilemi<;phel'8 holisti.c cJilT\onsions are to b~J introduced, without
rloina violgnce both to their very nature and to the preservation
ef the distinctions vital to the harrl-won achievements of lefthemisphere thouQht.
l'

It h"lS beRn assUfTI -3d that this is nnt [lossib)e bAcause of the
inberently analytic nature of the thesaurus structure. But as
the pr8vious section suggests, macro-ordering possibilities may
be introduced which give a hQlistic dimension. The question is
whether these must necessarily be linear (left-hemisphere
~nalytical) forms of ordering or whether nonplinear (righthemisphere) forms can be introduced.
f

Sue h c.~ s t e p IU 0 \.11 d d (l mu c h t n r e t r i eve t. h e s a u I' i fro m . t h f~ i r S 0 mB whnt isolated "archiv2Jl" function in ~ocioty, as well as establishing :3 bridQt3 to the vital philosophical concern for the
int89rativ~, pDr8duxical, non-rational relationship betweon
C (l mpIe men tar i e s Cl n cl 0 PP 0 9 i t (J S •
I nth i ~J con ne c t ion, i t ism u c h
to he regr8tt(~d that one of the most renowned Eastern philosphe,rs
concerned with this matter, namely Lao T80 (13) ~id not also leave
a record of the significance of his reflections for his function
as keeper of the Chinese imperial archives in the sixth century

B.C.
In the light of earlier arguments (4), there seems to be a
possibility of introducing such new dimensions at the macro-lsv81
in such 8 way that they do not effect the analytical dBtail which
is the present focus of thesaurus design.
It is possible that
thesauri will reach a new threshold of maturity and relevBnceto
human and social development once this is achieved.
Bias 14.

Mechanistic concept of thesaurus integration

I~plicit i~ several of the previous sections is the argument that
current approaches to thesaurus integration are overly simplistic
given the range of structures which man has now explored conceptually.

•I
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As argued in an earlier paper (14) : there are two extremes in
the conventiunal approach to "integration":
- "aqqlomerative" : in this case alternative thesauri are conceived
as co-existing in such a way that their incompatible features
do not result in undesirable conflict between them,
- "fusion" : in this case, deliberate efforts are made to reconcile
the apparently incompatible features of the thesauri, such that
a new transcendent thesaurus emerges to replace them. This
may be achieved by excluding some thesauri which cannot be
incorporated in this way. Fusion \1lay only be "house tidying"
with similar thesauri.
The first approach tends to be unsatisfactory in an increasingly
complex society in which undesirable conflict does result from
incompatibilities between the thesauri. The second tends to be
unsatisfactory, either because of conflict arising from what is
excluded, or bec~use such fusion is quickly perceived as a
constraint on further development if the thesaurus is successfully
implemented. The mure successful it is, the more its proponents
will resist any further reconceptualization. Such thesauri do
not acknowledge their limitations, the need ,for their limitations,
and the need for their eventual demise. They are conceived as
a "final solution" detached from the processes which brought
them (temporarily) into being.
Much richer approaches to thesaurus integration emerge from,
and are necessitated by, such varied domains as ecosystem integration, "oscillatory" integration in multi-party political
systems, education, strategy, etc. Any organic form of integration which matches the dynamism of real-world phenomena is perhaps
necessarily oscillatory. 5urpr~ingly, perhaps, there is in fact
much to be learnt from the theory and philosophy of music as a
guide to further investigation. It is refreshing to note how
this possibility emerges from reflections on the non-western
4,000 year-old chanted hymns of the Rg Veda of the Indian
tradition. A careful exploration of this work by a philosopher,
Antonio de Nicolas (15), using the non-8001ean logic of quantum
mechanics (16), opens up valuable approaches to integration.
The unique feature of the approach is that i t is grounded in
tone and the shifting relationships between tones; It is through
the pattern of musical tones that the significance of the
Rg Veda is found.
"Therefore, from a linguistic and cultural perspective, we have
to be aware that we are dealing with a language where tonal and
arithmetical relations establish the epistemological invariances •••
Language grounded in music is grounded thereby on context
dependency; any tone can have any possible relation to other
tones, and the shift from one tone to another, which alone makes
melody possible, is a shift in perspective which the singer
himself embodies. Any perspective (tone) must be "sacrificed"
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for a new one to come into being; the song is a radical activity
which requires innovation while maintaining continuity, and the
"world" is the creation of the singer, who shares its dimensions
with the song. (15, p. 57).
Of the greatest interest is the link made by de Nicolas with
P.A. Healan's concern with "The logic of changing classificatory
frameworks" (16) in terms of the conceptual freedom of quantum
logic - which is in complete contrast to the essentially mechanistic structure of conventional thesauri. It is difficult to
imagine that significant breakthroughs would not emerge from
investigation of such leads in terms of thesaurus design.
Conclusion
This paper is necessarily far from complete but hopefully will
prove a stimulus for discussion.
Clearly the basic argument here is that it would be beneficial
to consider the need for, and the possibility of, totally diffeoeht
kinds of thesaurus design philosophy which would reconcile (in a
creative, dynamic manner) the relationship between structured and
associative approaches to ordering knowledge. The paper is also
a plea to enrich such investigations with insights from non-western
cultures. What, for example, is to be learnt from thesaurus
design in the traditional libraries of China and Japan? (cf. 17)
Finally an apology for a basic inconsistency in this paper :
Since the list of biases constitutes a primitive thesaurus, it
would have been preferable (given the argument of this paper),
to structure each bias as a verb in order to shift the whole
discussion into a more dynamic mode.
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CLASSIFIED THESAURUS
Summary

A

General Section

BtH

G
H

Science and Technology
Science of science and technology
Mathematical sciences
Physical sciences
. Physics
CrystaHography
Chemistry
Space sciences
Earth sciences
Environmental sciences
Life sciences
Technology
Interdisciplinary science and technology

J

Education

K/S

Social Sciences
Social sciences (general)
Political science
Law
Economics. Finance
Behavioural sciences. Psychology
Administrative sciences
Labour and employment
Sociology
Human environment

B01/39
B40/90
COO/99
COl/27
C28
C30j69

C70/99

o

E

F

K
L
M
N

P
Q05/44
Q45/99
R
S

V
W
XOl/69
X70/99

Culture and Humanities
Culture (general)
Historv and associated studies
Philosophy. Ethics and Religion
Arts
Philology (Language and Literature)
Leisure

y

Communication

z

Information. Libraries and Archives

T/X

T

u

Filig. 2:

Examples of most recent internationally approvedhstructured
lists of terms
Reproduced from: Unesco Thesaurus, compiled by Jean Aitchison.
Paris, Unesco. 1977
and from: Broad Terms for United Nations Programmes and
Activities.
Geneva, Inter-Organization Board f.or Information
Systems, HJ79
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MAIN HEADINGS OF
THE ACC PROGRAMME CLASSIFICATION
(specially modified for this list)

:HO POLITICAL AFFAIRS (INCLUDES POLITICAL AND SECURITY ACTIVITIES, DISARMAMENT, PUBLIC
INTERNATIONAL LAW, TRUSTEESHIP, DECOLONIZATION AND APARTHEID, PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION. )
t)20

ECONOMIC AND DEVELOPMENT ISSUES, POLICIES AND PLANNING (INCLUDES GENERAL STATISTICS,
NATIONAL ACCOUNTS. FISCAL AND MONETARY MKITERS, ECONOMICS, BUSINESS AND FINANCE,
DEVLL.(WMENT STRATEGIES, MULTILATERAL AND BILATERAL AID, AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE.)

0311

NATURAL RESOURCES (INCLUDES AIR, LAND, WATER, ENERGY, MINERAL AND BIOSPHERE
RESOURCES TOGETHER WITH THEIR ASSLSSMI:NT, CONSERVATION, MANAGEMENT AND
UTILIZATION.)

'140

AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND FISHERIES (INCLUDES AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT
ACI'IVITlf..5.)

050

INDUSTRY (INCLUDES SMALL, MEDIUM AND LARGE SCALE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT
ACTIVITIES, MANUFACTURING, TOURISM AND RELATED SERVICES, THE SANITATION AND POWER
SERVICE INDUSTRIES, AND INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY RIGHTS.)

')60

TRANSPORT (INCLUDES POUCY AND PLANNING ASPECl'S, DEVELOPMENT OF AIR, LAND AND WATER
MODES, AND INTERNATIONAL AVIATION AND MARITIME REGULATORY ARRANGEMENTS.)

06fi

COMMUNICATIONS (INCLUDES TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND POSTAL SERVICES.)

070

TRADE (INCLUDES GLOBAL TRADE AGREEMENTS AND ARRANGEMENTS, TRADE IN COMMODITIES,
MANUFACTURES AND SERVICES, AND TRADE PROMOTION.)

()KO

POPULATION (INCLUDES DEMOGRAPHY AND FAMILY PLANNING.)

0'';0

HUMAN SETlLEMENTS (It'-lCLUDES SETlU::t\1ENIS PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES,
HOUSING, AND URBAN AND RURAL INFRASTRUCTURES.)

1110

Hl:ALTH (INCLUDE..':) PUBLIC HL:ALTH SERVICES, DISEASE
SAFETY, AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH.)

1\0

I:DUCATlON (INCLUDES EDUCATIONAL POLICY AND PLANNING ACTIVITIES FOR FACILITIES,
TECHNOLOGY AND SYSTEMS.)

:20

EMPLOYMENT (INCLUDES EMPLOYMENT PROMOTION AND PLANNING ACTIVITIES, MANPOWER
DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING, AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS.)

130

HUMANn'ARIAN AID AND RELIEF (INCLUDES PROTECTION OF AND ASSISTANCE TO REFUGEES AND
DISPLACED PERSONS, DISASTER RELIEF, PREPAREDNESS AND PREVENTION, AND SPECIAL
HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES.)

j·~O

SOCIAL CONDITIONS AND EQUITY (INCLUDES HUMAN RIGHTS. SOCIOLOGY, WELFARE AND SOCIAL
SERVICES, ADVANCEMENT OF WOMEN, DISADVANTAGED GROUPS, AND PREVENTION OF CRIME AND
DRUG ABUSE.)

150

CULTURE (INCLUDES PRESERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE FINE AND FOLK ARTS,
ENHANCEMENT OF CULTURE, PROTECnON OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, MASS COMMUNICATION
MEDIA, AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND SERVIC'ES.)

lr,O

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (INCLUDES PROMOTION OF THE PURE AND APPLIED SCIENCES,
DEVELOPMLNT AND TRANSFER OF) LCHNOLOC;Y, ENGINEERING, OCEANOGRAPHY, METEOROLOGY,
Af\iD SPACE.)

PREVI~NTION

AND CONTROL, NUTRITION,
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Ruota degli attributi di Dio. Firenze, Bib!. Med. Laurenziana, ms. Pluteo 30.24, c. 6r. ("Studiolo", scomparto
131.

Ruota dei Vizi e delle Virtu. Firenze, Bib!. Med. Laurenziana, ms. Pluteo 30.24, c. 5v. (" Studiolo", scomparlO
6).

Torre della Sapienza. Firenze, Bib!. Med. Laurenziana,
ms. Pluteo 30.24, c. Ir. ("Studiolo", scomparto 2).

Reproduced from: Marco De z zi Bar d esc hi • Cu 1 tura. Segno. SituBzione dell'
Archi tetto.
In: 11 Paters 8 10 Spazia; 1 a scena del principe (ref.1B]

Tal. Al;
Tat', Ai;
'"Enzyklopiidie" de$ Amenemope (l2S0 ", Or,). Agypten
Oudi<': S4munn. Bd. I, S. 11
H"nnlt'1. Sonne, Mond. Gcstirne
W,l",e. (;",wlll<'r. Morgendammerung. Finsternis. Lidn. 5,'1; II'en. Sow',en.crahi, ldu
Was,er uno \\"bscrre,ervol.re
l'fer.ln>el
Bodt'narte!!: Saat, Hain. Sand, usw.
Coll und Cortin, der Tote und die Tote
Konig und Konigm
St~nde und .:\mler
Handwerker und kleine Beamte
Volk und Heer
+r"lllde V.:ilker: Stadtc. Staaten
Lvblen. Kkinasien, Syrien, Pa[astina, Babylonien
.... Altersstufen
Mann. junger Mann, Grels, Madchcn, lunge, Kndbe. lungling. kkme, 'fadcht'n
liandwerk.:r der Werft
5kbven und SkJavinncn
W0r,norte
SlaJ:. verschlcdene Sladte (von SUden nach Norden). Seen
Klltiberschwcmmungen
Schlob. Vorstadt
Bauten und ihre Teile
Arien des Ackerlandes
Nahrungsmittel
Korn. Mehl, Brotsorten und andere BackwaJen. SUbigkeiten. Geuanh.
Fleischsorten
Vleh. Vogel, Insckten

Gliederung al!~ "'Oa..~ Hu('n des \\'~ssen~'" ",on Avkcnr4l (Ah~J Ali lhn Sill.!) ~9S0·-·10J7) Per)H:-n
QueUe: Silmurin (Bd.!. S. 55·-56\ nennt. Bogo"tdinov, A.\I.: \yda)u;t,sj3 p~mJJtnik
fik,,,)f,k,.j my,li 'ad~.ksk.ol!o ndJU(i!. In Vopm,y fil(),of" 3 (1948, $. 'S8 .. 66
Prak t ischc \Vi ,~~n~('h3.ftcn
W"s~ns.:h~ft 'on d,'r Verwaltung ,kr Slauk

\\·'!.:sscn;;,..:\

d1'~

von Jcr Fuhrung Jcr
lensl·h·... n

ItjU-,,\Vlrt~~haft

\'iis;)t:n~~haft V ...l-P.'

Theort" is.:he Wissens..:haften
Hikhslc Wi'>..'t'n,chaft (Theologlel
Mittkre Wi'senschaft
Mathemdtlk

Primare ("nine") Mathematik
Arithmetlk
Geometric

Sekundiire (..tmgewandte''j Mothemarik
Rechnen; Algebra
Fla-:henmessung
\le,hanik
ZugkrJft
\\adg.;n und GewlChte
C,raduierte \fel\apparate
Opllsche Apparate und Spiegel

Astronorr: ie

Priman (.,reine H; Asrronomie
A~tronomie

-->

lJ1

OJ

(theoretische)

Sekundiire (..ongewandteHj Astronomie
Kunst der Aufstellung van asuonomischen uno geogrdphl'( hen Tabelkn
Musik

Primare (..reine") Musik
Musik /Thcone)

Samurm bcmerkt hi<'fZU: "Dies.: grolkn Abteilungen sind in llnlergruppen unci diese
noch welter untertcilt. '" (5. 12)

Sekundare (.. ongewondte') .'Jusik
~!usikInslrumcnte

Physik

Primlire (.. reine':J Physik
Wi"sen~chaft vcn der Materic, Form und Bewcgun!!

Fig. 1: Examples of earliest recorded structured
lists of terms
(Reproduced from: Ingetraut Dahlberg.
Grundlagen universaler Wissensordnung.
MOnchen. Verlag Dokumentation. 1974)

von den pnm,iren Korpern. au, dcnen die Wel: r'eq,' Pt
von den i:,lemcnt<::n
vam Ent,t...hen und Vergehcn
von den Himmehkorpern und 'letcrologlc
von den Mmeralien
ven den Ge,·~h6pfcn
von den Pflanzen
Wis5en~chaft vcn den Tieren
Wj~sel!schaft vail der Sede und Ihren Fahlgkcitcn
dN menoochlichen Seek
der tleri!ldwn Seete

Wissenschaft
Wi.sscnschaft
Wissenschaft
Wissenschaft
WissenM:haft
Wissenschaft
Wissen,chaft

SekundJJre I.. angewal'ldte') Phrsiic
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Medizin
Astratogic
Ph}"lOgnomik
Traumdeutu ng
Akhlffile
Ma!!:e

:t:>
Z
Z
1"1
X

GJ

